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Entropy of charged dilaton-axion black hole
Tanwi Ghosh∗ and Soumitra SenGupta†
Department of Theoretical Physics,
Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science,
Jadavpur, Calcutta - 700 032, India
Using brick wall method the entropy of charged dilaton-axion black hole is determined for both
asymptotically flat and non-flat cases. The entropy turns out to be proportional to the horizon area
of the black hole confirming the Beckenstien, Hawking area-entropy formula for black holes. The
leading order logarithmic corrections to the entropy are also derived for such black holes.
1. Introduction :
Ever since Beckenstein-Hawking interpreted the black hole entropy in terms of the area of the black hole horizon
[1], there have been numerous works in this direction. One of the main focus of such works has been to explain
the statistical origin of black hole entropy. It is well known that the statistical entropy arises from the microscopic
quantum states which are macroscopically indistinguishable. To identify such states t’Hooft[2] argued that the origin
of black hole entropy can be explained from states of quantum fields propagating outside the black hole horizon.
To eliminate divergences which appear in the counting of states just on the horizon, brick wall method was used.
Subsequently the efficacy of the brick wall method in calculating various thermodynamic properties of black holes
has been extensively shown in different contexts [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. In this work we consider charged black hole in generalised
dilaton-axion gravity [38], and apply the brick wall method to verify the Beckenstein-Hawking area law for black hole
entropy. We further investigate the possible leading order correction to the entropy obtained from the brick wall
calculation. Our calculation yields a logarithmic correction to the area law for these class of black holes which is
known to be a generic feature for other black holes also.
We begin with a generalised action for two scalar fields coupled with Einstein-Hilbert-Maxwell field in four dimen-
sion:
S =
1
2κ
∫
d4x
√−g[R− 1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ− ω(ϕ)
2
∂µζ∂
µζ − α(ϕ, ζ)F 2 − β(ϕ, ζ)Fµν ∗ Fµν ] (1)
where κ = 8πG,R is the curvature scalar,Fµν is the Maxwell field,ϕ, ζ are two massless scalar/pseudo-scalar fields
which couple to the Maxwell field with arbitrary functional dependence given by α(ϕ, ζ) and β(ϕ, ζ). Motivation for
choosing such action is rooted in string low energy effective field theory where the two massless scalar/pseudo-scalar
fields namely dilaton/axion indeed couple to the Maxwell field in a specific way. It has been shown that interesting
black hole solutions exist in such scenario. The above action is a natural generalization to look for a much wider class
of black hole solutions [38].
Starting from the above action the solutions for the metric for the asymptotically flat and non-flat cases are
obtained [38] as,
Asymptotically flat metric :
ds2 = − (r − r+)(r − r−)
(r − ro)2−2n(r + ro)2n
dt2 +
(r − ro)2−2n(r + ro)2n
(r − r+)(r − r−)
dr2 +
(r + ro)
2n
(r − ro)(2n−2)
dΩ2 (2)
Asymptotically non-flat metric :
ds2 = − (r − r+)(r − r−)
r2(2ror )
2n
dt2 +
r2(2ror )
2n
(r − r+)(r − r−)
dr2 + r2(
2ro
r
)2ndΩ2 (3)
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2Various parameters for the asymptotically flat case are given as[38],
r± = mo ±
√
m2o + r
2
o − 18 (K1n + K21−n ) ; ro = 116mo (
K1
n − K21−n )
mo = m − (2n − 1)ro ; K1 = 4n[4r2o + 2kro(r+ + r−) + k2r+r−] ; K2 = 4(1 − n)r+r−; o < n < 1 and m =
1
16ro
(K1n − K21−n ) + (2n− 1)ro, where m is the mass of the black hole and k=1 for asymptotically flat case
.
Similarly for asymptotically non-flat case
r± = (
1
(1−n) )[m±
√
m2 − (1− n)K24 ]
and K1 = 4n[4r
2
o + 2kro(r+ + r−)] ; K2 = 4(1− n)r+r−;k=0 for asymptotically non-flat case.
We now calculate the entropy of such a charged dilaton-axion black hole for both asymptotically flat and non flat
cases using the brick wall method. Considering a scalar field in the background of such a black hole, the partition
function for the system can be written as [12]:
Z = e−S1[gcl,ϕcl,Fcl,ζcl]
∫
[dφ]e−S2[gcl,φ] (4)
Here φ is a scalar field in the background of the dilaton-axion black hole metric. In deriving this partition function
quantum fluctuations of the background metric,the electromagnetic field and the dilaton-axion fields are not
considered and these fields are treated as background classical fields in such semi-classical approximation.
2. The brick wall model and calculation of entropy:
While calculating the number of energy levels that a particle can occupy near the black hole one encounters a
divergence as one hits the black hole horizon. This is the source of the usual divergence in the expression for free
energy of the scalar field. To avoid this divergence, the particle wave function extremely close to the horizon must be
modified by gravitational interaction between the ingoing and outgoing particles. Following ’t Hooft [15], we assume
a cut-off on the wave function φ(x) just outside the horizon. This is given as,
φ(x) = 0 (5)
at
r = rh + ǫ (6)
where ǫ is a small, positive quantity and signifies an ultraviolet cut-off. There is also an infrared cut-off
φ(x) = 0 (7)
at
r = L (8)
with L >> rh.
2.1. Asymptotically flat dilaton-axion black hole:
The wave equation for a scalar field (boson field) in an asymptotically flat dilaton-axion coupled space-time is given
as,
∂µ(
√−ggµν∂νφ)−m2φ = o (9)
Expanding the scalar field in spherical harmonics,
φ = e−iEtfElYlml (10)
Using Equ.(2) and Equ.(9) in Equ.(8),the equation for the scalar field in the asymptotically flat dilaton-axion black
hole background becomes,
E2fEl
(r−r+)(r−r−)
(r−r0)2−2n(r+r0)2n
+
1
(r+r0)2n
(r−r0)2n−2
∂
∂r
[
(r + r0)
2n
(r − r0)2n−2
(r − r+)(r − r−)
(r − r0)2−2n(r + r0)2n
∂fEl
∂r
]− [ l(l+ 1)
(r+r0)2n
(r−r0)2n−2
+m2]fEl = 0
3This leads to an r dependent radial wave number:
k2(r, l, E) =
[E2 − (r−r+)(r−r−)(r−r0)2−2n(r+r0)2n (
l(l+1)
(r+r0)
2n
(r−r0)
2n−2
+m2)]
( (r−r+)(r−r−)(r−r0)2−2n(r+r0)2n )
2
(11)
Following semi-classical quantisation rule, the number of radial modes n can be written as
nrπ =
∫ L
rh+ǫ
drk(r, l, E) (12)
To determine the thermodynamic properties of the system we first consider the free energy of a thermal ensemble
of scalar particles with an inverse temperature β as follows ( up to logarithmic corrections):
− βFboson =
∑
nr ,l,ml
log(1− e−βE) ≈
∫
dl(2l+ 1)
∫
dnrlog(1− e−βE)
(13)
= −
∫
dl(2l + 1)
∫
d(βE)
nr
(eβE − 1)
= −β
π
∫
dl(2l+ 1)
∫
dE
(eβE − 1)
∫
drA(r)
= −2β
3π
∫ L
rh+ǫ
dr
(r+r0)
2n
(r−r0)2n−2
∆2
∫ ∞
0
dEB(r)
(14)
where
A(r) =
[E2 − (r−r+)(r−r−)(r−r0)2−2n(r+r0)2n (
l(l+1)
(r+r0)
2n
(r−r0)
2n−2
+m2)]
1
2
(r−r+)(r−r−)
(r−r0)2−2n(r+r0)2n
(15)
B(r) ==
[E2 − (r−r+)(r−r−)(r+r0)2n(r−r0)2−2nm2]3/2
(eβE − 1) (16)
and
∆ =
(r − r+)(r − r−)
(r − r0)2−2n(r + r0)2n
(17)
For a nonextremal black hole we expand ∆ about the event horizon,
∆ = ∆′h(r − rh) +
1
2
∆′′h(r − rh)2 +O(r − rh)3 (18)
The other quantities in equation (14) can be expanded.Here the limits of integration is taken for values where the
square root is real. While the integration over l has been done accurately, the E integral has been evaluated only
approximately.
βFboson ≈
−2β
3π
(r++r0)
2n
(r+−r0)(2n−2)
∆′2h
[
1
ǫ
π4
15β4
−( 2
(r++r0)n
(r+−r0)(n−1)
− ∆
′′
h
∆′h
)
π4
15β4
ln(
L
ǫ
)] (19)
4where
∆′h = (rh − r−)(rh − r0)(2n−2)(rh + r0)−2n (20)
and
∆′′h = (rh − r0)(2n−2)(rh + r0)−2n + (2n− 2)(rh − r−)(rh − r0)(2n−3)(rh + r0)−2n
− 2n(rh − r−)(rh − r0)(2n−2)(rh + r0)(−2n−1) + (rh − r0)(2n−2)(rh + r0)−2n
+ (2n− 2)(rh − r−)(rh − r0)(2n−3)(rh + r0)−2n − 2n(rh − r−)(rh − r0)(2n−2)(rh + r0)−2n−1 (21)
For rh = r+ the expression for entropy can now be obtained from the following formula.
Sboson = β
2 ∂F
∂β
=
1
ǫ
(r++r0)
2n
(r+−r0)(2n−2)
360
∆′h − [
(r++r0)
2n
(r+−r0)(2n−2)
360
(
2∆′h
(r++r0)n
(r+−r0)(n−1)
−∆′′h)]ln(
L
ǫ
) (22)
β can be calculated from the metric ( see equ.2) as follows,
β =
∂
∂r
[
(r − r+)(r − r−)
(r − ro)2−2n(r + ro)2n
]r=r+ =
(ro + r+)
2n(r+ − ro)2−2n
(r+ − r−)
(23)
The distance of the brick wall from the horizon is related to the ultraviolet cutoff ǫ as
p =
∫ r++ǫ
r+
ds =
∫ r++ǫ
r+
dr[
(r − r+)(r − r−)
(r + ro)2n(r − ro)2−2n
]−
1
2
ǫ =
(r+ − r−)(r+ − ro)2(n−1)p2
4(ro + r+)2n
(24)
Substituting the expression for β and ǫ in the expression for entropy ( in the leading order ) we have
Sboson =
(r++r0)
2n
(r+−r0)(2n−2)
90p2
≈ area (25)
It is interesting to note that for r0 = 0 our results exactly reduces to the expression for entropy as obtained for R-N
black hole[8] except the spin dependent term which is zero for the scalar field under consideration. The result changes
if the dilaton-axion black hole is extremal i.e. r+ = r−. In that case,
Fextre ≈
−2π3
135β4
(ro + r+)
6n
(r+ − ro)6n−6ǫ3
(26)
The expression for entropy for the extremal case therefore is,
Sextre =
8π3
135β3
(ro + r+)
6n
(r+ − ro)6n−6ǫ3
(27)
It may be noted that in the extremal limit i.e. r+ = r−, β diverges ( see equ.19 ). However following [41] defining
the cut-off ǫ in terms of proper radial variable, both the temperature as well as the entropy of the black hole
vanishes[39, 40]. It may further be noted that while for non-extremal case the entropy diverges linearly with ǫ, it
diverges cubically for the extremal case.
Let us mention few results which are obtained for the coefficient of the logarithmic term through other methods.
Solodukhin[14] used path integral method as formulated by Gibbons and Hawking to find out the entropy of R-N
black hole. The coefficient of the logarithmic term match nicely with the expressions as obtained by [8]for s=0.
It is interesting that for r0 = 0 our result exactly matches with those obtained in these works if one puts s = 0. In
addition if we put r− = 0, the magnitude of the coefficient of the logarithmic term will reduce to
1
90 which is the
correction for the Schwarzschild black hole.
5Furthermore for static spherically symmetric black holes the quantum entropies arising from fermionic field through
brick wall model are 72 times that of the scalar field and the entropy due to electromagnetic field is exactly twice of
that for a scalar field.The spin of the fields in the expression of entropy depends on the rotation of the black hole or
non-spherical symmmetry of the black hole[42].
In other approaches, the principle of Quantum geometry yields the area law with logarithmic correction to the
black hole entropy. From this approach the coefficient turns out to be 12 instead
3
2 [43].
For R-N black hole the magnitude of the coefficient obtained by quantum fluctuations appears as 12 [44] while for
BTZ black hole the corresponding term appears as 32 [45].
2.2. Asymptotically Non-Flat Dilaton-axion Black hole :
We now extend our calculation for the asymptotically non-flat space-time. While for anti de-sitter and de-sitter
space time such extensions in the near horizon limit have been done in [6, 7], here we extend it further for non-flat
metric as discussed in [38].
We shall show later that our result will correctly reproduce the entropy expression in the flat space limit.
The wave equation for asymptotically non-flat space-time is obtained as,
E2fEl
(r−r+)(r−r−)
r2( 2ro
r
)2n
+
1
r2(2ror )
2n
∂
∂r
[(r − r+)(r − r−)
∂fEl
∂r
]− [ l(l + 1)
r2(2ror )
2n
+m2]fEl = o
The r dependent radial wave number from this equation can be written as;
k2(r, l, E) =
[E2 − (r−r+)(r−r−)
r2( 2ro
r
)2n
( l(l+1)
r2( 2ro
r
)2n
+m2)]
( (r−r+)(r−r−)
r2( 2ro
r
)2n
)2
(28)
Only such values of E are to be considered here for which the above expression is non-negative. Once again the radial
degeneracy factor is obtained through the following semi-classical quantisation condition.
nrπ =
∫ L
rh+ǫ
drk(r, l, E) (29)
where nr has to be a positive integer.
The expressions for free energy and entropy for asymptotically non-flat case can be calculated as follows:
βFboson =
∑
nr ,l,ml
log(1− e−βE) ≈
∫
dl(2l+ 1)
∫
dnrlog(1− e−βE)
= −
∫
dl(2l + 1)
∫
d(βE)
nr
(eβE − 1)
= −β
π
∫
dl(2l+ 1)
∫
dE
(eβE − 1)
∫
drA(r)
= −2β
3π
∫ L
rh+ǫ
dr
r2(2ror )
2n
∆2
∫ ∞
0
dEB(r)
(30)
where
A(r) =
[E2 − (r−r+)(r−r−)
r2( 2ro
r
)2n
( l(l+1)
r2( 2ro
r
)2n
+m2)]
1
2
(r−r+)(r−r−)
r2( 2ro
r
)2n
(31)
B(r) ==
[E2 − (r−r+)(r−r−)
r2( 2ro
r
)2n
m2]3/2
(eβE − 1) (32)
6and
∆ =
(r − r+)(r − r−)
r2(2ror )
2n
(33)
We will expand ∆ about the event horizon similary as was done for asymptotically flat case. Here the limits of
integration is taken for values where the square root is real. The integration over l is straightforward and has been
explicitly carried out. Here also the E integral can be evaluated only approximately. The expression for entropy can
be obtained from the formula,
Sboson = β
2 ∂F
∂β
=
1
ǫ
r2h(
2ro
rh
)2n
360
∆′h − [
r2h(
2ro
rh
)2n
360
(
2∆′h
rh(
2ro
rh
)n
−∆′′h)]ln(
L
ǫ
)
where ∆′h =
(rh−r−)
r2
h
(2r0rh )
2n and ∆′′h = r
−2
h (
2r0
rh
)−2n − 2(rh − r−)r−3h (2r0rh )
−2n + (rh − r−)r−2h (2r0)−2n2nr
(2n−1)
h +
r−2(2r0rh )
−2n − 2r−3h (rh − r−)(2r0rh )
−2n + (rh − r−)r−2h (2n)(2r0)−2nr
(2n−1)
h .
As in the previous case here also rh = r+.
It may be noted that for asymptotically non-flat case,if we put n=0, the metric becomes flat Reissner-Nordtrom
metric and the corresponding expression for the entropy matches exactly with the entropy of flat Reissner Nordstrom
black hole as obtained in[8].
The expression for β for asymptotically non-flat metric ( see equ.3) is,
β =
r2+(
2ro
r+
)2n
(r+ − r−)
(34)
In this case the proper distance h corresponding to the ultraviolet cut-off ǫ is given by:
ǫ =
p2(r+ − r−)
4r2+(
2ro
r+
)2n
(35)
Substituting the expression for β and ǫ; the expression for the entropy ( in the leading order ) becomes, Substituting
the expression for ǫ; the expression for the entropy ( in the leading order ) becomes,
Sboson =
1
90p2
r2+(
2ro
r+
)2n ≈ area (36)
3: Conclusion :
By explicit and straightforward calculation we verify the entropy-area law for black hole for dilaton-axion coupled
black holes both for asymptotically flat and non-flat cases using the brick wall method. Such black hole solutions
are usually obtained from the low energy effective string action in presence of the dilaton and axion coupling. The
results for the extremality condition have been derived. The entropy and temperature are shown to vanish in extremal
limit. Moreover the leading order corrections to such black hole entropies for both asymptotically flat and non-flat
dilaton-axion black hole turn out to be logarithmic in nature. The coefficients of the logarithmic term have been
determined in various cases and have been compared with those obtained from other methods.
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